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Why do I have higher pressure at a lower flow rate in my
results? – FAQ
All other factors being equal, the pressure should not increase when the ﬂow rate is lower.
Therefore there must be something else causing the increased Pressure. Without more detail on
the situation, it is diﬃcult to determine with certainty.
Some possible explanations for the higher pressure are:
• Blockages in the frits. If this is the case, use a disposable pre-column, Cogent Column Filter.
Replace it as soon as you see an increase in Pressure.
• Blockages in the HPLC System. These often occur in the Pump. To determine if this is the
case, run the pump without the column attached. If you see signiﬁcant pressure without the
column, it’s a good indication that there is a blockage in the HPLC System.
• Diﬀerences in Columns. Are you using the same column in both cases? Smaller ID, longer
length, or smaller particle size columns will all produce higher pressures. Even a C18 phase from
one column manufacturer may produce a diﬀerent pressure from a C18 phase from a diﬀerent
manufacturer.
• Particulates in the Sample. Be sure that your Sample has been properly Filtered to ensure
that no Particulates are being Injected into the System. The same goes for your Mobile Phase as
well. All Mobile Phase Solvents should be Vacuum Filtered, especially if they contain a Buﬀer
such as Ammonium Acetate.
• Diﬀerent Mobile Phases. Does the low ﬂow rate Method use the same Mobile Phase as the
Higher Flow Rate Method? Every Solvent system will have a diﬀerent Viscosity, and hence will
produce a diﬀerent Pressure.
• Temperature Fluctuations. Is the Column thermostatted? If not, changes in lab
Temperature can aﬀect the Pressure. Lower Temperatures will result in Higher Pressure.
• Diﬀerences in instruments. Is the Same Instrument being used in both cases? The System
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Plumbing, such as the Tubing ID, can have a Signiﬁcant eﬀect on Pressure.
• Pump qualiﬁcation. Are you sure that the Pump is really delivering 0.3 mL/min, for example?
We have an HSQ Kit™ used for ensuring your Instrument is Calibrated and Qualiﬁed Properly,
not just in terms of Pump Accuracy but also for other pertinent Instrument Parameters.
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